Conformation, dynamics, and insertion of a noncysteine-containing protegrin-1 analogue in lipid membranes from solid-state NMR spectroscopy.
Disulfide-bonded beta-hairpin structures are common among antimicrobial peptides. Disulfide bonds are known to be important for antimicrobial activity, but the underlying structural reason is not well understood. We have investigated the membrane-bound structure of a disulfide-deleted analogue of the antimicrobial peptide protegrin-1, in which the four Cys residues were replaced by Ala. The secondary structure, dynamics, and topology of this Ala-PG1 peptide in the membrane were determined by using magic-angle-spinning NMR spectroscopy. Conformation-dependent (13)C isotropic chemical shifts of multiple (13)C-labeled residues were obtained from 1D cross-polarization and direct-polarization spectra, and from 2D J-coupling-mediated (13)C-(13)C correlation spectra. Most labeled residues exhibited two conformations: a random coil and a beta-sheet structure. The dual-conformation property was present in both anionic lipid bilayers, which mimic the bacterial membrane, and zwitterionic cholesterol-containing bilayers, which mimic the eukaryotic cell membrane. The mobility of the peptide was measured by using a 2D C-H dipolar-shift correlation experiment. The random-coil fraction was highly mobile whereas the beta-sheet component was rigid. (1)H spin diffusion from the lipid chains to the peptide indicates that the beta-sheet component was well inserted into the anionic membrane, but surface bound in the cholesterol-containing neutral membrane. Thus, the removal of disulfide bonds changed some PG-1 molecules to highly mobile random coils that were poorly associated with the lipid membrane, but other molecules retained a beta-sheet conformation and had a similar membrane-binding topology to the parent peptide. Thus, the reduced antimicrobial activity of Ala-PG1 was largely due to the reduced number of insertion-competent beta-sheet molecules, rather than uniformly weakened activity of identically structured peptides.